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Herb Alpert: Music For Your Eyes
Director Tom Neff documents Alperts art on HD

User Reviews:
Sony XPRI Edit System and Zeiss DigiPrime lenses
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Hawaii Department of Health Uses HighDef For TV and Theater



“The familiar look and feel of 
motion picture film are here.”

— GEORGE LUCAS

If you want to see a movie pro get 

excited, ask George Lucas, Chuck

Barbee, or Mike Figgis about Sony 

Digital Electronic Cinematography.

Each is using Sony tools to explore

new creative possibilities. 

“Star Wars: Episode II is our last giant

step toward Digital Cinema,” says

George Lucas, describing his decision

to shoot principal photography

wi th  Panavision-modified Sony

HDCAM® 24P camcorders. “The

famil iar look and feel of motion

picture f i lm are present  in  th is

digital 24P system. And the picture

quality between the two is i ndistin-

guishable on the large screen.”

Warm Blooded Killers is a dark

comedy shot on Digital Betacam®

tape and printed to 35mm. 

“I truly believe digital is the 

future,” says Chuck Barbee, the

director of photography. “The

whole process was surprisingly

good. And compared to film, raw

tape stock costs next to noth-

ing. This really lowers the cost 

of getting i t  in  the  can,  wh ich

means that  more  pro jects

can get  made.”

Mike Figgis challenges our most

basic conventions of narrative in

Timecode, the movie that follows

four s imultaneous storylines in

four unbroken 93-minute takes. The

production demonstrates the quality 

(not  to ment ion the recording

time) of Sony DVCAM acquisition.

S a y s  F i g g i s ,  “There 's  no  way  

we could have done th is  w i t h

traditional techniques.” 

Can Sony Digital Electronic

Cinematography really be all that

they say? Some of the proof is

already on display at a theater

near you.

1-800-472-SONY ext. DCH
www.sony.com/professional

©2001 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Features and specifications subject to change without notice. 
Sony, Betacam, CineAlta, and HDCAM are trademarks of Sony. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. *On the set of Jaffe Braunstein Films with A&E's 100 Centre Street Series.

We shot Star Wars: Episode II 

in 61 days in 5 countries in the 

rain and desert heat averaging 

36 setups per day without a 

single camera problem. We have

found the picture quality of the 

24P Digital HD system to be 

indistinguishable from film.

DVW-790WS Digital 
Betacam® camcorder.

The gold standard 
in Widescreen 

Standard Definition.

DSR-500WS DVCAM camcorder.  
Affordable, light and 

fast on its feet. 

HDW-F900 HDCAM 24P CineAlta™
High Definition camcorder.

The digital movie camera.*

– George Lucas and 
Rick McCallum
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The Familiar Look and Feel of Cine...

...With a New World of Possibilities.

Digital Cinema is a reality and no one brings it
to light quite like Fujinon.

When we introduced our full line of true HD Cine
Style Prime and Zoom lenses, the industry was
impressed. But when cinematographers try our
lenses in production, they’re simply blown away by
the performance. 

Nothing has been overlooked in achieving the 
familiar look and feel of cine. With markings
for T-stops, cine-compatible gearing and other
cine-style features, these robust lenses are playing

an important role in digital cinema production.
Fujinon’s optics simply outperform other lenses.

They have a subtle yet distinctly sharper look with
richer saturation and a deeper depth of field. When
shooting for a shallow depth of field, Fujinon
Primes exhibit superb light transmission with the
iris wide open while providing minimal port holing.

When you consider the new world of possibilities
of Digital Cinema, there’s only one choice
to make . . .

Fujinon, because quality begins at the lens.

Prime Lenses
HAF5B-10 • HAF8B-10 • HAF12B-10 • HAF16B-10 • HAF20B-10 • HAF34B-10 • HAF40B-10 • HAF54B-10

Zoom Lenses
HA10x5B-10 • HA17x7.8B-10 • HA20x7.8B-10

PHOTO BY:

B. Sean Fairburn, SOC
High Definition Cinematographer
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NATPE D-Town A Big Success
The 2002 NATPE conference, in spite of all the contro-

versy surrounding its future, was a great showcase for HD.
Several seminars featuring various aspects of production and
broadcast were well attended. On Tuesday, a panel on HD
Station Programming included Doug Parker, former station man-
ager of WBNS TV in Columbus, Ohio, Stephanie Campbell,
SVP of Programming for DirecTV, Jimmy Goodmon, Jr.,
Progammer for WRAL TV in Raleigh North Carolina, and Dale
Cripps, President of Advanced Television Publishing. On
Wednesday, a panel on HD post production was headed by
Jim Hegadorn from Fuji Film and featured Ron Heidt from
Crawford Post, Marianne Nassour from APS and Doug Munro
from HDTV Productions. A panel on Primetime TV and HD
included Conrad Denke from APS, Debbie Elbin, Exec. Pro-
ducer of Gute Zeiten, Schlechten Zeiten for RTL TV, Barry Zegel,
VP of West Coast Technical Operations and Engineering for
CBS, Bob Zitter, SVP Technology Operations for HBO and
Jonathan West, ASC member and Director of Photography for
the hit show CSI. A panel on HD Indie Production was held on
Thursday with Bill Kurtis, producer and host of American Jus-
tice and Investigative Reports, Randall Dark, Founder and
President of HD Vision, and David Gallo from the Woodshole
Institute.

Sony HighDef Center Closes
Sony Pictures Entertainment shut down its High Defini-

tion Center on the Culver City, California lot on February 28,
eliminating 50 jobs. The HD center was opened in 1987 by
Sony Electronics to support its entry into the HD production
market and was later absorbed into SPE. It was used primarily
for product demonstrations, transferring feature films to HD
videotape and post production projects for outside clients. Sony
said it achieved its goal of stimulating the market for its High
Definition production equipment. In 1998, the center was hon-
ored with a Technical Emmy award for its development of a
high-resolution film scanner. Dr. Robert Hopkins, Senior Vice
president/General Manager of the HD Center, will remain in
the Digital Studios Division of SPE to oversee the transfer to
digital videotape of at least 500 film titles a year over the next
three years.

More Comcast HD to Come
Comcast will introduce HDTV in the Washington Metro/

Virginia region to cable subscribers in Northern Virginia in
mid-2002. Comcast will extend HDTV to the Maryland sub-
urbs during the second half of the year, along with Detroit, MI,
and Indianapolis, IN, and will make HDTV available in the city
of Washington, D.C. in 2003. Details of local HDTV packages
will be announced in coming weeks.

HD Movies on One DVD
Mitsubishi Electric Corp. has developed a technology for

recoding High Definition digital broadcasts on DVDs, mini-
mizing the loss of image quality stemming from file
compression. The new method, which is designed to work with
the MPEG-2 standard for video compression, should make it
easier for home users to record HD broadcasts and broadband
programming. Normally a two-hour movie would require two
9.4GB DVD discs, but with the new technique, only one disc is
necessary. Mitsubishi plans to develop a system chip for com-
pression of HD within the next two to three years.

Post Houses Rapidly Adopting 24P HD
According to a new study released by SCRI, adoption of

24P HD capabilities in post houses is rising rapidly. The study
shows that about one third of all post houses in the US have
24P capabilities. By the end of 2002, that should increase to
about half, and by the end of 2003, the number will jump to
nearly two-thirds. The study is called the “2001-2006 DTV
Migration Report,” and more information can be found at http:/
/www.scri.com.

HDNET To Expand HD Programming
HDNet, the only HD TV network, will expand its pro-

gramming with more than 258 original HighDef programs
through a new licensing agreement with CineMuse. The
CineMuse Library includes entertaining cultural and educa-
tional documentaries on topics including White House
photographers, Mexico’s Copper Canyon, radical sports, as well
as Cannes Film Festival Award-winning “performance pieces,”
starring F. Murray Abraham.

HDNet also provided the first broadcast of HD from a
war zone with the battlefield coverage by Peter Arnett in coop-
eration with Broadcast News Networks.

HD Production News
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HD
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Continued on next page…

Excercise/Jogger PSA

HD

W
ell, it’s the 21st century and the technol-
ogy is truly awesome.  So how come
the budgets are so far behind?  Unfortu-
nately, it’s a fact of life for every agency

producer these days that there just isn’t enough money
to produce the creative for television the way you want.
But the show must go on and solutions must be found.
So, recently, when I was presented with the task of pro-
ducing six new spots for the Hawaii Department of Health,
for broadcast and theatrical presentation, my first incli-
nation was 35mm film.  After all, this project was destined
for the silver screen, flat and scope, and even if it was a
public service message, we didn’t want to diminish the
viewer’s experience.

Since our spots were comedic, we hired Noren Pro-
ductions in Seattle because Gary Noren is an experienced
and well-known humor Director.  Gary and I had worked
together on numerous projects over the years and al-
though he’d never shot HD, I had every confidence that
he’d bring all his experience to bear on the project and
save me if the minor trepidations proved major.  So we
dreamed Mercedes on a Chevy budget and when the
numbers for film wouldn’t work, somebody suggested
High Definition.

HighDef? HDTV? You mean that wonderful, wide-
screen stuff we’ve been seeing at NAB for the past
ten-plus years?  The stuff George Lucas is using for Star
Wars? The format folks are still arguing about?  What’s
an old producer to do?  My comfort zone was feeling
cramped.  The creatives were dreaming film and account
service was screaming budget.  And, to top it off, I was
smack in the middle of producing another campaign with
the very same deadlines!  So what’s new?

Healthy Hawaii Initiative Goes HD
by Tim Bradley

Well, I’d shot enough film to know that the 3:2 pull-
down converting 24fps to 30fps probably wouldn’t be a
problem for the broadcast side of the equation if we paid
close attention to motion.  And, if I produced the closing
graphics separately for broadcast (Standard Definition)
and theatrical (High Definition), I could use the same
HD cut for both releases without aliasing the graphics or
visible artifacts, not to mention, how cool I figured the
spots would look in 16 x 9, letterboxed format.  Even so,

the director, Gary Noren, still wanted 35mm and we’d
have a daily conversation about our comfort zones, the
latitude of film versus video and the budget.

However, the power of the purse prevailed and with
minor trepidation, we embarked on our course of mak-
ing, what by now was an Audi, a very stylish, technically
superior, but reasonably priced product. The solution:
24 frame, progressive, High Definition video.  Where to
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get it:  APS, American Production Services, in Seattle.
Sure they have an L.A. office, but I’ve spent far more
time posting in Seattle where the traffic, food and culture
are more to my liking (even if the weather isn’t exactly
perfect for a Hawaii boy) and there’s talent aplenty.  APS
had the HD, 24P camera, they had the HD editorial, AND,
they had my favorite colorist, John Davidson, whose
masterful eye and deft touch on a DaVinci have ren-
dered marvelous screens for the video campfire.

Time was a precious commodity and like our bud-
get was in short supply.  We had less than four weeks to
prep, shoot and post six - fifteen second spots.  Hey,
what could be easier?

Smoking/Sprinkler PSA

HD

Principal photography took two days and the offline
took another two.  When we got to the HighDef online
we conformed the six spots and built the closing graphic
in less than four hours.  Then John Davidson performed
his magic and color corrected the cuts through the Sony
Vialta to a constant chorus of “Wow, what a picture!” and
“That’s gonna look great on the big screen!”  Needless to
say we were proud of ourselves and amazed at the look
of the spots.  The color was rich and true, and the detail
in the pictures was almost too sharp. The scenes had
been lit with relatively strong front/cross light and bright
liners for separation from the backgrounds and good
modeling on the faces of the talent.  All of it held in the

color correction, and although we might have lit and
shot it differently for 35mm, we were all very pleased
with the latitude of the camera in the blacks and whites.

The next morning we converted the color corrected,
HD master to standard definition for the broadcast por-
tion of the project.  As a producer I’m naturally suspicious
and was almost certain there would be some 3:2 pull
down artifacts in the picture, but on close examination, I
could find none.  The shots had been designed to avoid
strobing, the most troublesome problem for a 24 to 30fps
conversion.  We then tacked on the 30fps Standard Def
graphic I had made in Hawaii and short of the finished
audio the spots were ready for air.

Next, we sent the HighDef Master to Alpha Cine
Labs, another Seattle- based company, to be digitized and
transferred to 35mm film.  In the meantime, we worked
on the sound design at APS and added the music tracks
when they arrived.

As for High Definition?….24-frame progressive is
definitely an alternative to film.  Does it look like film?
No.  But it doesn’t look like regular video either.  It’s dif-
ferent.  We liked the 16 x 9, wide-screen format because
it offered more frame to work with and we were espe-
cially pleased with our wide-angle shots.  The clarity
and detail are superb and it rivals 35mm.  The latitude is
not as great, but it’s close.  And controlling depth of field
is more akin to 16mm than 35mm.  Plus, if you have a
penchant for shooting a lot of footage, tape is cheap!

When budget has your back against the wall, the
savings are significant.  If time is an issue, it’s faster.  And,
if your creatives are like bull-terriers on your pant-leg
snarling about the quality and film-look issues, shoot HD,
edit HD, print the edited master to 35mm and then trans-
fer and color correct the film back to standard definition
for the finished spot – their eyes will pop and you’ll be a
hero.  (They might even say, “Thank you.”).  Would I do it
again?  Absolutely!  My comfort zone has expanded.
Even old producers can learn new tricks. ◆

Tim Bradley is Executive Producer/V.P of Broadcast with Starr
Seigle Advertising in Honolulu, Hawaii.
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W
hen producers Mark Berg and Oren
Koules approached CB Harding to di-
rect their new stand-up comedy feature
film for Miramax Films, Harding had two

things to say, “yes and let’s shoot it in 24P”. “The Three
Amigos is the first stand-up comedy feature film to be
photographed in 24P,” Harding said. Fresh off directing
the hot new MTV series, The Osbournes, Harding was
excited to apply his reality skills in a new venue. The Three
Amigos is a comedy team made up of Carlos Mancia,
Pablo Francisco and Freddy Soto.  Selling out concerts
across the country Berg and Koules knew the time was
right to expose this funny trio to a wider audience.

Harding knew shooting this project on film with a
tight budget would not be practical. “I wanted to elevate
stand-up comedy into the feature world and that meant
film,” Harding said.  Therefore, Harding approached his
producer, Carl Mazzocone with the idea of using 24P.
“Carl was terrific,” Harding said.  “He is one of those ‘can
do’ type of guys and after looking at the numbers
Mazzocone realized that 24P was the way to go.”

Miramax Films “Stands Up” for 24P
by William Conner

The concert was shot in Austin, Texas, at the his-
toric Paramount Theater.  The production used five Sony
HD CineAlta 900 cameras.  After seeing The Three
Amigos in concert Harding knew he had a great film.
Looking at a number of comedy concerts, he realized
that they were missing a personal connection with the
comedian.  “All the concerts looked like TV specials and
I wanted to make a film,” Harding noted. Using inter-

views between acts, and one camera dedicated to ex-
treme close ups during their performance, provided
Harding what he was looking for.  The production chose
American Production Services in Los Angeles, to pro-
vide post production services on the film.  “With 24P,
there is a learning curve for everybody and APS was
very helpful from the start”, Harding observed.  Miramax
plans a summer release for The Three Amigos. ◆

The Three Amigos: (left to right)  Freddy Soto, Carlos Mancia and Pablo Francisco

The Three Amigos
Staring: Carlos Mancia, Freddy Soto, and
Pablo Francisco
Director: CB Harding
Producers: Mark Berg, Oren Koules, and
Carl Mazzocone
Director of Photography: Victor Nelli Jr.
Edited by: Dean Holland
Online Editor/Colorist: Walt McGinn
Technical Director: Derek Grover

HD
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H
DTV brings out the best in people. They light
up and gush over its beauty and share their
experiences eagerly with friends and rela-
tives. Of course, some less-eager still hide

their eyes and remain darkly skeptical about its power
to succeed. “It is not compatible. It’s too costly,” they say.
For those doubters we turn to Henry Ford, who once
said. “There are those who say they can, and there are
those who say they can’t. And they are both right.”  The
story of HDTV is found in this saying.

The ‘can do’ people know HDTV is going to make
it. They (we) see it as the biggest of all hits as well a
positive addition to our diverse cultures. I particularly

HDTV, A Love Story?
by Dale Cripps, Publisher, HDTV Magazine

like these social aspects. They utterly transcend cost,
which is lowering rapidly anyway.  In a recent PBS pro-
gram the late Joseph Campbell said the arts must take
the lead in the new era fast-approaching.  They (the arts),
he said, are the only ones left who can communicate a
fresh vision for life. The traditions of old have outlived
themselves, he states with unparalleled authority, and
artists will make us a rich new tapestry upon which to
base the better part of our lives. Since 9-11 Campbell’s
view appears more valid. As the most powerful of all
communications’ tool an artist will find that HDTV has
an essential role in creating and distributing this new
image for the 21st century.  Artists are falling in love

with HDTV today. The public (who have seen it, and
especially who own it) have fallen in love with it and tell
us so daily in our HDTV Magazine. So, there you have
it. The perfect cause behind it all is a love affair flowing
between the teller and the told. Are we headed for great-
ness again? I think so. ◆

To order HDTV Magazine go to www.ilovehdtv.com Join with
thousands of HDTV enthusiasts and make your voice count.
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AN HD EXPERIENCE IS SOMETHING NEW
Bexel has been renting cameras for over 20 years, but an HD Experience is far more than a camera rental. That’s why we created something new: DCR Digital Cinema Rentals. Service and facilities designed for the art of the HD Experience:

DCR - HD Lighting Stage:
Enables your crew to test the
full HD process and work with
our team of experts.

dcr – powered by Bexel.  The new HD Experience
Burbank 818.841.5051    www.bexel.com New York City 212.246.5051

DCR - HD Theatre: Use
this resource to make artistic
decisions prior to arrival on the
set and to view your dailies.

DCR - HD Lens Projection
and Prep Rooms:
Specialized service to ensure
absolute quality and confidence.
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I
n the smoke filled room, legendary Herb Alpert
cradles his famed trumpet as he readies to play.  But
this isn’t his weekly jazz gig he plays with some of
L.A.’s most experienced musicians, it’s the end of a

long shooting day in the documentary of his artwork,
called Herb Alpert: Music For Your Eyes.

Artwork?  But Herb’s a musician!  That he is: who
can forget The Tijuana Brass and that sexy Whipped
Cream cover?

What the Herb Alpert people don’t know is, the
painter and sculptor, one of the art world’s best-kept se-
crets. “Painting is like jazz,” states Herb Alpert in his calm,
matter-of-fact tone. For over twenty years, Herb Alpert
has quietly honed and polished his abstract expression-
ist painting style and his figurative bronze sculptures until
he was ready to show  them to the world “fully realized.”
That happened at the Tennessee State Museum during
the summer of 2001, in one of their most popular art
exhibits the Museum has ever had.

Over seventy paintings and forty sculptures domi-
nated an entire three rooms of the spacious museum in
Nashville, with such stunning results that the Museum’s
energetic Executive Director, Lois Riggins-Ezell, deter-
mined that a documentary should be created to record
the exhibit and Herb’s work for future generations.  “This
was simply too valuable an opportunity to miss; never
again would all of Herb’s pieces be shown together like
this, so that one could truly get a sense of the scope and
volume of his amazing work.”

As the film’s writer/director, I decided that the best
format was HighDefinition.  High Definition is perfect
for the art documentary; years ago, in 1989, I wrote,
produced and directed the first HD art documentary in

HighDef Meets Herb Alpert: Music For Your Eyes
by Tom Neff

the U.S. for NY’s Metropolitan Museum of Art on Frederic
Remington, when HD was analog, and the early Sony
cameras were tethered to a camera van with two inch
thick cable weighing hundreds of pounds.  HD renders
very true colors, is certainly better than 16mm, and
doesn’t bust your budget with the volume of footage that
has to be shot.

The vivid, almost day-glo colors of Herb’s striking
paintings and the subtle hues of his bronzes jump from
the screen as we see Herb attack, scratch, slap, caress,

and scrape his work to life.  We used natural light wher-
ever we could, and with the light and portable HD camera,
I think we achieved an intimacy impossible ten years ago
when the effective ASA was 45 versus about 200 now.

One of the most unusual aspects of the half hour
documentary, which is to premiere at the Lincoln Center
April 30, 2002, is that it will be transferred to 35mm for
public and private screenings, as well as festivals.  Stephen
Smith, the Director of Photography, is an experienced
HD cinematographer: “We used the same setup that

HD
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George Lucas used to create his next Star Wars: the Sony
HDWF-900, shot at 24P.  It yields spectacular results,
especially when transferred to 35mm.”

 “One of the strongest aspects of HD is sound,” says
editor Barry Rubinow, “And we were careful to correlate
the music to the artwork and to the film as a whole.”
The soundtrack, which brings to mind “Chinatown” in

its hypnotic effect, is a fully integrated and important
element to the documentary.

“I created the score, with Michel Colombier and other
musicians, specifically for playing on a loudspeaker sys-
tem in the museum as people viewed the artwork,” says
the modest Alpert, “And so I adapted and expanded it
for a soundtrack to the film itself, and I think it’s working.”

As the lively music fills the air, and the vibrant im-
ages unfold before us on the HD monitor as we view the
finished film, I couldn’t agree more. ◆

Email Tom Neff at tlneff@documentarychannel.com.  Tom Neff
is an Oscar nominated documentary filmmaker who has worked in
the documentary field for over twenty years.

HD
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T
he XPRI, Sony’s new non-linear editing sys-
tem, comes with a powerful software editing
package and hardware that lives up to the Sony
name. The software interface will be familiar to

any experienced non-linear editor and interfaces
seamlessly with some great new hardware features.  The
XPRI editing software has a timeline, bin structure,
source/record monitor window, and keyboard layout that
have a familiar feel, which makes it easy to sit down and
start editing almost immediately. Handling the job of
titling is Inscriber’s Title Motion and for complex effects
and compositing Commotion by Pinnacle Systems is
included.

For those of us who like to tweak with knobs and
buttons, the best features of the XPRI are found in the
standard set external control panels.  The jog/shuttle
controller allows you to control a deck, set in and out
points, and digitize without even touching the mouse.  It
also allows jogging through the timeline while editing.
The most ingenious control panel is the “Media Bar”
control. This consists of two buttons and eight color-coded
knobs. The color code on the knob relates to adjustments
to be made on the active screen of the editing software.
For example, when the audio tool is active, the knobs
will be things like high, low and mid EQ, when adjusting
color, the knobs will represent different color vectors,
luminance, or black level control.  The other control panels
are an eight channel audio fader and a ring/trackball for
3-D parameters.

Sony definitely knows how to make hardware.  The
Standard XPRI chassis comes with built-in converters
that allow composite, S-Video, component, and serial

digital inputs and outputs to be used without any exter-
nal hardware. A full complement of analog and digital
audio connections are available as well. The XPRI also is
available in a HighDef configuration, which adds HD
Serial, and HDCam compressed SDTI inputs and outputs.

User Review: XPRI Edit System
by Jadie Zimmerman, Non-linear Editor and Scott Thomas, Director of Engineering

Overall the Xpri is a user-friendly, high-end editing
system that’s fun to use and familiar to any experienced
non-linear editor. It will be interesting to see how Sony
develops this system in the coming years. ◆
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B
aseball is a way of life in the Dominican
Republic. In its barrios and ballparks, that life
exhibits color, contrast and detail vastly different
from life in the US. Going Going Productions

is shooting a full length documentary which captures
those differences in HD. Los Duros: The Making of The
Dominican Hero features scores of current and legendary
major-leaguers including Pedro Martinez, Sammy Sosa,
Miguel Tejada, Manny Mota and Juan Marichal, and
explores the journey from absolute poverty to inter-
national fame.

In September 2000 Los Duros was slated to begin
16mm film production when DP Christopher Jenkins
bumped into Vince Forcier at a party thrown by Arriflex
at Digital Fusion in Jackson Hole. (Forcier is VP/Chief
Technology Officer at Roland House) Two months later,
Chris was shooting for the first time using Sony’s HDW
F900 CineAlta, and Los Duros was under way.

Director Chad Carlberg adds, “When I consider the
cost, versatility, ease and image quality associated with
HD, it’s tough to imagine a better format for documen-
tary filmmaking.”

Their one concern was capturing images for slow
motion. Fortunately, Cincinnatti’s Michael Caporale in-
troduced himself and his Panasonic AJ-HDC27V
Variable-Frame camera to Carlberg. “Before the
Panasonic’s release HD’s capacity to shoot for true slow
motion was limited.  At 60P we ended up with some
gorgeous shots of Cleveland’s Bartolo Colón during eight
shut-out innings of the 2001 division clincher against
Minnesota, as well as Sammy Sosa’s record-breaking 60th
home run the following day.”

Los Duros: The Making of The Dominican Hero
by Mark Stevick

Going Going Productions is now ready to edit nearly
100 hours of HD footage in anticipation of its World Se-
ries, 2002 theatrical release. “It’s a tall order, but it sure
beats writing grant petitions just to see our 16mm film
get developed,” Carlberg says. ◆

Expos star, Vladimir Guerrero, during an interview at home in Don Gregorio

For more information contact Producer, Pablo Bressan at
(305)-458-0197, Chad Carlberg (978)-853-8242, or write
info@goinggoingproductions.com. and visit them at www.
GoingGoingProductions.com

HD
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HDTV is evolving in our
industry day-by-day, NATPE’s

HDTV Consortium will grow
and change along with it.

W
hen NATPE first incorporated HDTV
activities into its annual conference in
1997, many asked how the move would
benefit our members. The answer re-

mains the same today as it was five years ago:  The
showcases and demos offered on digital/HD at NATPE’s
annual conference provide attendees with a solution for
remaining competitive in today’s marketplace. Our mem-
bers rely on us to help them stay ahead of the curve,
especially since it’s only a matter of time before digital
becomes the standard in business and in homes.

NATPE’s HDTV Consortium, which boasts more
than 800 members, is dedicated to speeding the transition
to HDTV by providing its members with workshops and
sessions, High Definition broadcast program sharing
opportunities, and an e-list for exchanging ideas and
information.

The HD Consortium includes a number of trailblaz-
ers currently working in the format and driving the
transition to digital. Joining NATPE’s HDTV Steering
Committee for 2002 will be Mark Cuban, President of
HD-NET and owner of the Dallas Mavericks; Jack
Galmiche, Executive VP of Content Development, OPB;
and Jimmy Goodman, Jr., Programming Associate,
WRAL-DT, Raleigh, NC. Returning Committee members
are: Conrad Denke, CEO, American Production Services;
Jerry Butler, Senior Director, Television Strategic Services
Group, PBS; Randall Dark, HD Vision; Debbie Elbin, Pro-
ducer, The New York Picture Company; George NeJame,
Vice President, Operations and Production, Tribune En-
tertainment; Tom Fletcher, Vice President, Marketing,
Fletcher Chicago; Paul Kafno, Managing Director, HD

Thames; Bill Kurtis, A&E Host and Producer; Justin Albert,
Vice President, Production, Animal Planet; Gary Shapiro,
CEA President and CEO; and Barry Zegel, West Coast
Vice President of Technical Operations, CBS Studios.

Currently 236 stations in 83 markets representing
almost 78% of the country have made the transition to
broadcasting a digital signal. However, the high cost of
HDTV has slowed the acceptance by consumers to the
new digital technology. As the costs come down so will
the reluctance to purchase. Currently ABC, CBS and NBC
are producing primetime programming in HDTV.  In fact
ABC and CBS are producing most of their primetime
line-ups in HDTV.

NATPE continues to monitor and examine the
progress of the digital transition as it affects members on
so many levels. For TV syndicators and distributors,
HDTV could become a formidable means for distribut-
ing programming once it’s readily available in homes.
For local TV stations, HD already serves as a great pro-
motional tool, while for independent producers it
represents another powerful way to get content in front
of an audience. Just as HDTV in our industry is evolv-
ing day-by-day, NATPE’s HDTV Consortium will grow
and change along with it. ◆

To join the consortium, visit www.natpe.org and go to the
HDTV Consortium area of the site.

NATPE & HDTV
by Bruce Johansen

Bruce Johansen,
NATPE President
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The Shape of Things to Come.

The Americas
16X9 INC.

Attn: Jeff Giordano
3605 W. Pacific Ave., Ste B
Burbank, California 91505

T 818-972-2839
F 818-972-2832

Email: jeffg@16x9inc.com
www.16x9inc.com

Germany, Austria, Switzerland
CHROSZIEL FILMTECHNIK

Attn: Alfred Chrosziel
Klausnerring 6, 85551
Heimstetten, Germany

T +49 89 9010910
F +49 89 4470861

Email: gertrud@chrosziel.de
www.chrosziel.de

France, England
EMIT s.a.

Attn: Trevor Steele
2, Bd de la Liberation

Urbaparc 1-Bat A3
93284 Saint-Denis Cedex, France

T +33 01 48 13 90 10
F +33 01 48 13 90 13

Email: emit@wanadoo.fr
www.emit.fr

Italy
BRAIN EMO

Attn: Marinella Chiodo
Via Adamo del Pero 19

22100 Como
T +39 031 400813
F +39 031 400813

Email: brainemo@hotmail.com
www.brainemo.com

Finland, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark

HOFMANN TEKNIK AB
Attn: Michael Hofmann

Gamlestadsvägen 2, B21, S-415 02
Göteborg, Sweden

T +46 31-19 20 20
F +46 31-19 20 25

Email: mof@hofmann.se
www.hofmann.se

Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg
AMS-ATHALYS MEDIA SYSTEMS S.A.

Attn: Yves Pierre
27 rue du Duc / Hertogstraat

B-1150 BRUSSELS
T +32 (0) 2514 1744
F +32 (0) 2511 4156

email: yves@ams-video.com
www.ams-video.com

Japan
NAC IMAGE TECHNOLOGY

Attn: Tomofumi Masuda
8-7 Sanban-cho, Chiyoda-ku

Tokyo, 102-0075
T +81 3 5211 7960
F +81 3 5211 7975

Email: masuda@camnac.co.jp
www.camnac.co.jp

Korea
BESCO S.I Corp.

Attn: Y.B. Kim
#508 Shinhwa Building

34-1 Mapo-Dong Mapo-ku
Seoul 121-735

T +82 2 716 9722
F +82 2 716 9724

Email: besco@unitel.co.kr

Israel, Greece, Turkey
BAND PRO

Attn: Ofer Menashe
22 Jabotinski Street

Ramat-Gan, Israel 52495
T +972 3 673 1891
F +972 3 673 1894

Email: bandpro@netvision.net.il

A g e n t s

L11068

Imagine six prime lenses. Each an optical
phenomenon. Together an engineering masterpiece.
Sharp. Fast. True. Those who look at them marvel 
at the design ingenuity. Those who look through
them see the changing shape of High Definition. 

We call them DigiPrimes®. Designed and
manufactured in Germany by Carl Zeiss, the
world's most renowned name in optics.
Marketed by the industry's pioneer in High
Definition filmmaking tools, Band Pro. 

Coming to NAB booth #L11068. The first
High Definition primes truly optimized for today's
cinematic style. In focal lengths of 5mm (T1.9),
7mm (T1.6), 10mm (T1.6), 14mm (T1.6), 20mm
(T1.6) and 40mm (T1.6). 

DigiPrimes®

Six reasons to be glad you've waited.

8 1 8 - 8 4 1  9 6 5 5

www.bandpro.com

NAB
BOOTHNAB
BOOTH
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I
t’s getting harder and harder to understand the real
capabilities of High Definition formats not only be-
cause of the swirl of competing claims made by
different manufacturers, but also because the HD

medium itself is evolving so quickly. Finally a neutral
observer, The Post Group, one of Hollywood’s most pres-
tigious video, film and High Definition post houses, has
embarked on an ambitious project called the Apples to
Apples initiative to gather a database of side-by-side tests
intended to help our industry understand the strengths
and weaknesses of various High Definition formats.

Shot in April 2001, the methodology of the Apples

Apples to Apples in High Definition
by Jack Lloyd

to Apples tests was to ask experienced cinematographers
to simultaneously shoot the same subject matter with
24P HDCAM and 720P DVCPRO HD tape right next to
35mm film. The results will be presented to industry pro-
fessionals in a series of seminars starting in April, and
also made available to the HD production community in
general on DVD early this Summer.

Even viewing just a sample of these tests images, as
explained here for the first time in HighDef.Org by some
of the Apples to Apples participants, can be a revelation.
But it is a revelation that depends upon a thorough un-
derstanding of its context. First, The Post Group has

no interest in promoting one format over another. In fact,
as HD format agnostics, they are eager to service clients
using any format of High Definition or film acquisition.
Second, even since these tests were completed there have
been significant advances in both HDCAM and DVCPRO
HD technology which will affect the way both formats
perform under today’s real world conditions. And finally,
in order to maintain a common Apples to Apples point
of reference, all of the subjects were lit specifically to
optimize the requirements of film. After all, 35mm is still
the Gold Standard with which the largest part of the film/
HD industry has the most experience, so for these tests
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it was chosen as the consistent model of imagery. Need-
less to say, in an actual shoot using only one High
Definition tape camera, any cinematographer would ad-
just the lighting set-up to accommodate that specific HD
format’s requirements.

The DVCPRO HD camera was set up by represen-
tatives from Panasonic, the “Panavised” HDCAM CineAlta
camera was set up by technicians designated by
Panavision, and both a standard Panaflex camera and an
Arriflex 435 ES were used for the 35mm film. The Di-
rectors of Photography who shot the 35mm in the Apples
to Apples tests were Bing Sokolsky, ASC, and Bill Bennett.

Tommy Cox operated the HDCAM camera while Dann
Alari operated the DVCPRO HD camera. Paul Westerbeck
of the Post Group was the Senior Colorist. The Post
Group’s Emmy winning editor Randy Magalski and its
Marketing Director Joe Leggett co-produced the project.

Color Imagery
Image #1: Girl against the sky holding banner
over her head

Senior Colorist Paul Westerbeck points out that the
image of the girl holding a banner over her head reveals
how the vibrant colors in the sky and the fabric do not Continued on next page…

show up as richly in the HD formats the way this scene
was lit as they do in 35mm. “I think the skin tones come
out better on film,” Westerbeck says, “and the DVCPRO
HD test reveals some compression artifacts although its
color saturation seems better than the HDCAM. Ideally,
some additional fill light would have helped the High
Definition shots, but if this image was seen on either of
the HD formats by itself without the film comparison,
especially after being properly color corrected, most au-
diences would accept it without any problem.”

The methodology of the Apples to
Apples tests was to ask experienced
cinematographers to simultaneously
shoot the same subject matter with
24P HDCAM and 720P DVCPRO HD
tape right next to 35mm film.
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Dynamic Range
Image #2: Man looking to his right

Shot by Bing Sokolsky, ASC, this close up of an Af-
rican-American man reveals how the three recording
formats deal with nuances of the light reflected off his
forehead. “I intentionally chose Kodak’s 5274 film for
the 35mm images in this test because of its relatively
limited contrast ratio,” Sokolsky says. “The dynamic range
of HDCAM performed very similarly to film in this test.
The 720P format has more bottom end letting you see
better into the shadows, but shows clipping in the high-
lights on the shoulder. Naturally, if lighting for either of
the HD formats specifically, I would have compensated
for this.”

Resolution
Image #3: Woman close-up in window

“Notice the fine detail in the eyelashes, the com-
plexion, and the hair,” says Apples to Apples producer
Randy Magalski. “35mm film still shows the sharpest
image. But here you can clearly see that the dynamic
range is more forgiving in DVCPRO HD, but the resolu-
tion is less than the HDCAM image. After viewing the
results of this test, in my own opinion, I would consider
whether it was worthwhile trading off resolution vs. dy-
namic range and color intensity when choosing a High
Definition format for a shoot.”

The purpose of this series of side-by-side compari-
sons is not to pick a winning format between HDCAM,
DVCPRO HD and 35mm film, but to provide a consis-
tent arena in which to evaluate their differences. All of
these tests, and many others, will be made available on
DVD for your own evaluation. As part of The Post Group’s
ongoing Apples to Apples initiative they are intended
solely to help High Definition and film professionals
choose the right tools to match the needs of their evolv-
ing creative challenges. ◆
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T
his is the intriguing premise behind the psy-
chological sci-fi thriller DEUCES, an indepen-
dent feature film by award-winning Writer/
Director Michael Winnick.

Produced by Benjamin Liu, DEUCES is one of the
world’s first movies filmed entirely in the new High
Definition 24P format.  With an award-winning post-
production crew, this ambitious production sets a new
standard for independent features.

Thorough research at the Sony High Definition Cen-
ter convinced Winnick to use HD24P.  Liu explains, “Our
largest priorities were to keep the ‘film’ look, and allow
Michael the cinematic freedom of 35mm film. Fortunately,
inexpensive HD tapes also maintained our tight bottom
line.”

Production began in February 2001 in Los Angeles,
with a Sony HD24P package from HD Cinema.  Unfor-
tunately, 24P created numerous technical challenges, from
an inexperienced crew to unexplored post-production
options.  Liu and Winnick were challenged to complete
their classical “Hitchcockian” thriller.

However, the stellar post-production team resur-
rected the project, transforming raw footage into an
exciting heart-pounding thrill ride.  With footage in sev-
eral unusual frame rates, editor Leigh Christopher
improvised solutions to previously non-existent prob-
lems, “We had to become experts in 24P.  Even Sony
asked us to inform them of our solutions.”

Post-production was led by Mark Korba, a three-
time Emmy Award winner.  Veteran Larry Seymour
composed the score, while Darren Barnett provided the

powerful stereo surround mix.  Digital Image finished
the film, which had a January Industry Screening at
Disney Studios, Burbank.

DEUCES ascended from an ambitious endeavor to
a captivating cinematic feature.  Most impressively, Liu
explains, “for the cost of a Mercedes CL55, including
deliverables, we created a top notch entertaining film

What Would You Do If Someone Was Living Your Life
Better Than You Were?
by Benjamin Liu

loaded with incredible music, stunts, visual effects, and a
great story.  We think viewers will agree.” ◆

For more information on DEUCES, visit www.
deucesthemovie.com or contact Benjamin Liu at producer@
giftedones.com for information on their next project.   .

HD

This indoor scene between Amanda Pierson (Nicholl Heiren) and Karen Addams
(Tiffany L. Paige) in the lobby of the Ronald Reagan Building utilized all natural lighting.
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H
aving trouble getting your kids to eat fruits
and vegetables? Well, not anymore if Captain
Five-A-Day and Dennis Peters have anything
to say about it.  This HighDef commercial is

shot on 24P and features an animated superhero
encouraging children to eat five fruits and vegetables
daily for better health. Director/DP Dennis Peters and
Producer Barbara Sullivan were contacted by ad agency
Cashman and Katz Advertising to create the spot for the
CT Department of Health. The live action was shot against
a green screen at Stage 18 in Norwalk, CT.  The challenge
was to combine animated fruits and vegetables, created
by Wish Tank Studios, with live action children.

When asked about the difficulties associated with
the integration of HighDef and animation, Director/DP
Dennis Peters gives us his insight, “I wanted the live ac-
tion to seamlessly integrate into this very colorful
animated world as much as possible. This meant the live
action had to match the grainless digital environment
and deliver strong saturated colors. The HD24P was the
perfect choice.”

The success of the spot could not have been
achieved without the expertise of Video Engineer, Mitul
Patel, of HB Group in North Haven, CT., who shares his
thoughts.  “This project was a challenging project, hav-
ing kids jumping around on green screen and dealing
with issues concerning spills from the green screen. We
shot the project in 23.98psf, since it was for television
release. To maintain the look Dennis Peters was going
after we decided not to use any filtration so as to main-
tain a clean and crisp image.”

“Inevitably the “perfect moment” would have hap-

pened where one of the kids would have been out of
focus.  Shooting on HighDef solved that problem.  I was
able to maintain the feel and texture of 35mm film and
stay on budget, said Peters.” ◆

Captain Five-A-Day
by Kevin Paul

The title of the commercial is Captain Five A Day and it can be
viewed at heavybagmedia.com. The author served as Assistant
Director on the shoot and works as the Producer at Heavybag Media.

HD
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T
ime to enlarge the HD tool kit. Time to rethink
HD composition options.  Time to follow focus
with precision and ease. Time to have HD lenses
as fast as T1.6 (the maximum speed a 2/3” cam-

era beam splitter permits).
These are some of the responses I had to the Zeiss

DigiPrime HD lens that I recently had the chance to test.
From the set of six (5mm @ T-1.9, 7mm, 10mm,

14mm, 20mm, 40mm) prime lenses, I used the 7mm
and the 40mm with B4 mounts attached to a Sony HDW-
F900. My testing scenario included use of a MacBeth
color chart, a chip chart, focus chart, and 18% gray card.
(see accompanying test still frames)

The two lenses were very sharp and clean with
excellent color transmission side to side, top to bottom
(viewing was done on a Sony BVM-D32 monitor).
High contrast lighting schemes retained clear, crisp tran-
sitions. According to Zeiss, these lenses are designed to
provide maximum sharpness at wide-open apertures,
so as to ameliorate the deep depth of field indigenous to
HD acquisition. I found that to be true, yet did not notice
significant loss of sharpness at higher T-stops.

Having spent a goodly portion of the last four years

shooting and refining my knowledge of HDTV field pro-
duction (with the HDW-700A and F900), I have found
that the limitations of an HD zoom lens can be frustrat-
ing and restrictive. With the resolution of HD being what
it is, critical focus is paramount.  The distance markings
are closely displayed on the existing zoom lenses and
make focus pulling tedious at best.

Distance markings on the DigiPrimes are very read-
able. Operation of the focus ring is smooth with optimal
drag for delicate starts and stops. Depending upon which
of the Zeiss DigiPrimes is used, the arc of travel for dis-
tances marking is in the 300 degrees range. The standard
HD zoom lens has an arc of less than 180 degrees.

The back focus adjustment collar seems substantial,
precisely machined and able to be critically tweaked for
accurate positioning.  Production models of the lenses
will have markings on the rear ring to allow setting of all
lenses in the series at the same back focus position for
quick changes on the same camera.

All-in-all, having high-end, meticulously designed
prime lenses added to the HD marketplace is welcome.
As HD production takes on more feature length, story-
telling content, the use of customary film-style tools, such

User Review: Zeiss DigiPrimes
by Geoff Dunlap

as prime lenses, will be demanded.  My evaluation indi-
cates these lenses are in line to meet that demand.

Adding to my experience, we had B. Sean Fairburn,
veteran Los Angeles HD Cinematographer, check out
the lenses too. His comments: "The Zeiss DigiPrimes are
without question the best lenses I have ever seen and
the best I have ever used." Enough said. ◆

Geoff Dunlap is Director of Photography at American Produc-
tion Services, Seattle.

HD
HD

Zeiss DigiPrimes are distributed worldwide through Band Pro Film/Video
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